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Recap: Continuous Time vs Discrete Fourier Transform

Continuous Time Fourier Transform

Xc(f) =

∫
e−j2πftdt

Discrete Fourier Transform

X[k] =

N−1∑
n=0

x[n]e−2πjkn/N



Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT)

X(f, t) =

∫
w(t− τ)x(τ)e−j2πfτdτ

I w(t) : window signal

I Discrete STFT

Xnm = DFT{w[nD − k]x[k]}

I D: hop length



Inverting STFT

Xnm = DFT{w[nD − k]x[k]}

suppose that

I
∑∞

n=−∞w[nD − k] = 1

constant overlap-add property: rectangular window, Hanning
or Hamming windows satisfy this property

I then signal is recoverable

x[k] =
∑
n

DFT−1{Xnm}



Spectral Descriptors

I spectral centroid

I spectral spread

I spectral skewness

I spectral kurtosis

I spectral entropy

I spectral flatness

I spectral crest

I spectral flux

I spectral slope
...



Applications of Spectral Descriptors

I Speaker identification and recognition

I Acoustic scene recognition

I Instrument recognition

I Music genre classification

I Mood recognition

I Voice activity detection
...



Spectral Centroid

I spectral centroid µ1 is the frequency-weighted sum normalized
by the unweighted sum

µ1 =

∑b2
k=b1

fksk∑b2
k=b1

sk

fk is the frequency in Hz corresponding to bin k

sk is the spectral value at bin k

magnitude spectrum |X[k]| and power spectrum |X[k]|2

are commonly used

b1 and b2 are band edges, over which to calculate the centroid



Spectral Centroid - Example 1
I represents center of gravity of the spectrum, and indicates

brightness. It is commonly used in music analysis and genre
classification.

I for example, the jumps in the centroid corresponding to high
hat hits



Spectral Centroid - Example 2



Spectral Spread

I spectral spread µ2 is the standard deviation around the
spectral centroid µ1

I represents instantaneous bandwidth

µ2 =

√√√√∑b2
k=b1

(fk − µ1)2sk∑b2
k=b1

sk

fk is the frequency in Hz corresponding to bin k

sk is the spectral value at bin k

b1 and b2 are band edges, over which to calculate the spread

µ1 is the spectral centroid



Spectral Spread - Example



Spectral Kurtosis

I spectral kurtosis µ4 is the fourth order moment

measures flatness, or non-Gaussianity of the spectrum around
the centroid

µ2 =

∑b2
k=b1

(fk − µ1)4sk
(µ2)4

∑b2
k=b1

sk

fk is the frequency in Hz corresponding to bin k

sk is the spectral value at bin k

b1 and b2 are band edges, over which to calculate the kurtosis

µ1 is the spectral centroid

µ2 is the spectral spread



Spectral Kurtosis - Example



Spectral Entropy

I spectral entropy represents the peakiness of the spectrum

measure of disorder

entropy =
−
∑bk

k=b1
sk log sk

log(b2 − b1)

fk is the frequency in Hz corresponding to bin k

sk is the spectral value at bin k

b1 and b2 are band edges, over which to calculate the entropy

I



Spectral Entropy - Example 1

I Spectral entropy has been used successfully in
voiced/unvoiced decisions for speech recognition



Spectral Entropy - Example 2

I Spectral entropy has also been used to discriminate between
speech and music



Spectral Flux

I spectral flux represents the variability of the spectrum over
time

flux =

 b2∑
k=b1

|sk(t)− sk(t− 1)|p
 1

p

sk is the spectral value at bin k

b1 and b2 are band edges, over which to calculate the spectral
flux

I p is the norm type, e.g., p = 1 or p = 2



Spectral Flux - Example

I For example, the beats in the drum track correspond to high
spectral flux
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